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Abstract
Over the past few years, our society has become so technologically savvy that more and
more people have turned inward toward their smartphones. We see it everywhere from people
performing simple activities like walking to people performing complex activities like driving.
While these are just two examples, it is clear that smartphones have caused people to become
less aware, or sometimes even unaware, of their surroundings. In response to this, different
opinions of the “smartphone trend” and its impact on human interaction have developed. Some
argue that it is disrupting face-to-face conversations, resulting in loneliness and isolation. Others
argue that it is enhancing our opportunities for learning, problem solving, decision making, and
personal interaction. Some even argue that it is neither disrupting nor enhancing, but rather
redefining our culture. Taking all of this into consideration, the purpose of my thesis is to
analyze these three perspectives, conduct a survey, and determine the most feasible explanation.
In order to do this, I will be looking at established research as well as conducting my own
research. First, I will give a brief background on the introduction of smartphones, referencing
statistics from the Pew Research Foundation. Then I will go into the three perspectives: how
smartphones disrupt, enhance, and redefine. A majority of this information will come from the
following three sources:
1) Erving Goffman’s The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life
2) Sherry Turkle’s Reclaiming Conversation: The Power of Talk in a Digital Age
3) Lee Rainie and Barry Wellman’s Networked
Lastly, I will discuss my survey and draw my own conclusions based on my research.
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Introduction
Take a look around you. Have you ever noticed how many people are looking down at
their cell phones? Well, if you haven’t, chances are you were too busy looking at your own not to
notice.
The mobile revolution in technology has changed the way people connect. Before the
mid-1990s, phones were place-bound. Now we can take our phones with us everywhere.
Initially, people thought the first mobile phones were interruptive because they were not used to
them. However, once they realized these devices were portable, cheap, and functional in multiple
places, mobile phones soon began to grow on them.
1

Today, 95% of Americans own a cell phone, 77% of them being smartphones , and stay
constantly connected because of the mobile revolution. This is a quick increase from the 35% of
Americans who owned them in 2011.
Smartphone ownership is most common among those who are
younger. According to a survey conducted by the Pew Research Center in
2016, 100% of Americans between the ages of 18 and 29 own cell phones,
92% of them being smartphones. Additionally, 9 in 10 people in this age
group live in a household with at least one smartphone, and half of them
say their home contains three or more devices.
According to a 2011 Pew Internet survey, “the average teen texter
ages 12-17, sends and receives 50 texts a day (1,500 per month) and one
third handle double that volume—over 3,000 per month. About two-thirds

1

A mobile phone that can access the internet or use an app, examples being an iPhone, Android-enabled device or
Windows phone
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of all teens use text messaging, ‘mostly due to its simplicity as well as the privacy of being able
to communicate without being heard,’ says Amanda Lenhart, the principal author of the Pew
Internet report. ‘If teens are a leader for America, then we are moving to a text-based
communication system. For them, there is less interest in talking’” (Rainie and Wellman 89).
Mobile phones are not just for texting or calling anymore, but rather a wide range of
activities. Finding a date, looking for a job, reading a book, making online purchases, and
receiving news alerts are just a few examples.
Social media posting has also become a prevalent activity with 69% of Americans being
active users. This is a significant increase from just 5% in 2005. It is especially popular among
those between the ages of 18 and 29 (86%), but also popular among those between the ages of 30
and 49 (80%) and 50 and 64 (64%).
According to a survey conducted by the Pew Research Foundation in 2014, Americans
had different opinions about where it is and is not appropriate to use a cell phone. The visual
representation of these results can be seen below:
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Despite how these participants felt about the appropriateness of using cell phones in the social
settings listed above, 89% of mobile phone owners said they were guilty of using their phone
during their most recent social gathering (Rainie and Perrin).
Simply put, smartphones have become necessities in our lives. In a survey conducted by
the Pew Research Center, a slight majority said smartphones are “not always needed,” but some
46% said it was something “they couldn’t live without.” Our cell phones are the first thing we
look at in the morning and the last thing we look at before we go to bed. In 2012, it was recorded
that the average smartphone user habitually checks his or her phone about 34 times a day (Lee).
Those who own smartphones tend to have a more positive outlook on them. In fact,
smartphone owners think their devices are more helpful than annoying and enable connection
rather than distraction. However, other people have different opinions. Because the purpose of
this thesis is to analyze these different viewpoints, I will begin by discussing how smartphones
disrupt, followed by how smartphones enhance, and lastly, how smartphones redefine.
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Research
Smartphones Disrupt
Smartphones disrupt because of the following three assumptions:
1) People lead different “virtual” lives, distinct from their everyday real-world lives.
2) In-person encounters are the only meaningful form of social connection.
3) The internet has limited capability for transmitting social cues (Rainie and Wellman
119-120).

Smartphones disrupt because people lead different “virtual” lives, distinct from their
everyday real-world lives. According to social scientist Sherry Turkle, people immerse
themselves in cyberspace and forget the real world, thus creating separate selves. In her 1996
“Who Am We?” article in Wired magazine, she warns that “People can get lost in virtual worlds”
and become more preoccupied with their mobile phone connections rather than the living,
breathing humans in front of them (Rainie and Wellman 118-119).
Sociologist Erving Goffman proposes a similar theory in which we are putting on a
“performance” for others and sacrificing our sense of self. He uses theatrical imagery to explain
the significance and nuances of face-to-face social interaction in his book, The Presentation of
Self in Everyday Life. His inspiration came from the following lines in Shakespeare’s As You
Like It:
“All the world’s a stage,
And all the men and women merely players;
They have their exits and their entrances;
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And one man in his time plays many parts…”
He argues how we wear a series of masks, controlling and staging how we come across to others.
We play different roles based on who we interact with and strive to set ourselves in the “best
light.”
Looking deeper into his dramaturgical analysis, he compares us to actors in a
performance, putting on a “front” to project a certain image of ourselves (social identity) and
manipulate the setting as well as our appearance and manner. Just like theatrical performances,
we have a front stage and a back stage. In situations when we do not know the audience on a
personal level, we present our front stage self, which is the version of ourselves that we believe
will be favorable to others. When we present this version of ourselves, we also present
“impression management” because this is the way we want the world to see us and act according
to the expectations our audience has for the role we are playing.
In contrast, when we know the audience on a personal level, we present our back stage
self, which is the more relaxed version of ourselves that we are familiar with and that others have
accepted as our “true-selves.” In order to really understand someone, you need to see their back
stage self because the only way to see someone’s true feelings is when they stop performing.
On a daily basis, we engage in both our front stage and back stage selves as well as
impression management. The more socially connected we are, the more we tend to manage what
parts of ourselves we want the world to see favorably. Sometimes the roles we play contradict
themselves, so we have to keep our audiences separate.
This theory applies to smartphones, especially with social media. For example, when we
post a picture on Instagram we tend to post the picture of us smiling, rather than the picture of us
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crying, because this is how we want the world to view us, happy rather than sad. Our goal is to
make the world view us favorably so another thing we do is edit and crop our images so that we
earn the most likes. Then perhaps on Facebook we post more pictures that reflect our back stage
selves because we have more friends on there who know our true-selves. As a result, we have to
keep track of our audiences and maintain control over the roles we are playing so we do not
disrupt our performances. While these are just two examples, it is clear that Goffman’s theory
does apply to our everyday lives with regards to smartphones and especially social media.
Another reason smartphones disrupt is because in-person encounters are the only
meaningful form of social connection. According to Turkle, face-to face conversation is the
most human thing we do. It is where we can be fully attentive and listen to one another as well as
develop the capacity for empathy, the joy of being heard and understood. However, as we have
become accustomed to “a constant feed of connection, information, and entertainment,” the art of
conversation has diminished (Turkle 4). We are “forever elsewhere,” searching to find things
that interest us. One example of this behavior can be seen at the dinner table. In the past, family
dinners were a way for people to spend quality time together, catch up on how their days went,
and discuss things in more detail. Now, people use their smartphones even in the presence of
their families—at the dinner table, in the car, or even sitting in front of the TV. This behavior is
so common that there is now a word in the dictionary called “phubbing,” (a combination of the
words “phone” and “snubbing”) that means the art of talking to other people but with our eyes on
our phone (Turkle 137). Thus, we only pay attention to what interests us. So, when we get
“bored” we turn to our phones in hopes of fulfilling this need.
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One last reason smartphones disrupt is because the internet has limited capability for
transmitting social cues such as facial expressions, smells, and body gestures. Internet
encounters contain “less” social information and communication, which might cause
relationships to atrophy. Young adults find that their parents value face-to-face conversation
more than they do. For example, according to Toronto student Nazia Shahrin, “A phone call is
good enough, while they really need to see my face. It creates a lot of arguments where I am
screaming ‘I talk to you every day’ and they are yelling ‘but I haven’t seen you in two weeks’”
(Rainie and Wellman 129). Real conversations require time and space, which we claim we do
not have enough of in the fast-paced world we live in. According to Turkle, we have chosen
technology over empathy (Turkle 4). Even a silent phone, out in the open on a table, interrupts
conversation and makes us feel less connected to each other and less invested in each other.
Today when we share things with others, we are sharing what is on our phones. While this may
be the new version of conversation, Turkle argues that it is drastically different from old
conversation which taught empathy. As a result, people understand each other less, which can
take a toll on relationships.
While Goffman and Turkle suggest smartphones disrupt, other researchers suggest
families use ICTs (information and communication technology) to support, supplement, and
enhance face-to-face interaction with family members, netting online together. This will be
discussed in the next section on how smartphones enhance.
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Smartphones Enhance
Smartphones enhance because of the following three assumptions:
1) Online and in-person interactions—and lives—are intertwined.
2) Smartphone usage supplements—rather than replaces—human contact.
3) Smartphones allow us to have hyperconnectivity and continuous access (Rainie and
Wellman 119-120).

Smartphones enhance because online and in-person interactions—and lives—are
intertwined. Sherry Turkle argued that our “second selves” online are different from our selves
offline. Yet other research shows that people’s online and offline interactions are almost always
integrated (Rainie and Wellman 125-126). Rather than loneliness and isolation, as proposed
earlier, other people think there would be more relationships, more long-distance relationships,
and more connections among the members of a person’s network that can supply them with
support, sociability, information and a sense of belonging” (Rainie and Wellman 120, 124).
People emphasize certain roles and follow somewhat different norms for each person in his or
her network. “Networked individualism means that people’s involvement in multiple networks
often limits their involvement in and commitment to any one network. The shift to
person-to-person networks has profoundly affected how people relate. This is not a shift toward
social isolation, but toward flexible autonomy” (Rainie and Wellman 124-125).
As we shift toward person-to-person networks, the gap between physical space and
cyberspace—writing and talking—is diminishing, but who is to say that is a bad thing?
According to a recent Pew Research Foundation study, American teens consider texting as
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conversation rather than writing. Their “friends” range from close companions to distant
acquaintances and phrases like “see you later” or “she told me that” can refer to multiple
encounters whether in person or online via email, tweets, texts, Facebook, etc. Between 2002 and
2007, the use of the word “friend” broadened and created more opportunities as social
networking sites such as MySpace and Facebook became popular. Because of this, networked
individuals can share and capture more information about their friendships than ever before,
opening up countless avenues of discussion among one’s personal network. Even as people move
or change jobs, social networking sites like Facebook, allow us to stay connected and even
enable reconnections with old friends, neighbors, etc.
In agreement with Turkle, people worry that the internet would be an inadequate
replacement for human contact. However, evidence shows that smartphone usage
supplements—rather than replaces—human contact because people will make do with
electronic contact if they cannot be together in person (Rainie and Wellman 144).
Researchers have conducted multiple experiments on whether ICT’s substitute, extend, or
transform in-person communication. There is almost no evidence for the substitution argument
except for apprehensive newcomers to the internet. However, there is some evidence for the
extension argument. In 2011, Toronto student Sharanpreet Kelley experimented with going off of
Facebook and Twitter for two weeks and recounted the following:
“As soon as I went offline, I wanted to check back immediately to see what I could have
possibly missed. I had to distract myself with other activities, but my attention kept on
going back to what was going on online. I felt like I was being isolated from my
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community. This was highly frustrating, because it was as if I had been exiled from my
community” (Rainie and Wellman 144-145).
She felt like she was missing out on so much that she ended her experiment early after eight days
instead of two weeks. “FOMO”—fear of missing out—played a key role in her return because
her network was too individualized and spatially dispersed to keep in touch solely through
person-to-person and telephone contact. This experiment supports that smartphones enhance
because ICTs like Facebook, email, internet phoning (video and audio), mobile phoning, and
texting are continuations of interpersonal conversations (Rainie and Wellman 144-145). ICTs
have also gone beyond supplementary extension and have transformed community, relationships,
and communication, but that will be discussed in the next section.
Another reason smartphones enhance is because smartphones allow us to have
hyperconnectivity and continuous access. Therefore, when we see people sitting alone, we
should not assume that they are lonely or isolated, but rather have countless opportunities for the
sense of community at their fingertips via mobile phones and internet access. They are
networked individuals and although they may physically be alone, they are not socially alone.
Sometimes they even fake it! Studies show that 42% of U.S. adults use their mobile phones to
kill boredom or reduce loneliness, while still reinforcing existing relationships (Rainie and
Wellman 96). Mobile phones both reassure and liberate. When we do need human contact, like a
hug or other material aid, countless forms of transportation are easily accessible. Our lives
offline and online are integrated; there is no more distinction.
We can be available to others 24/7 and search for any information we desire. In a Pew
Internet survey, 84% of teens who own cell phones said they take their phone to bed with them
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so they are always connected throughout the night. Others claim that they rely on their phone so
much that it is almost like a part of their body. Sociologist Manuel Castells argues:
“We now have a wireless skin overlaid on the practices of our lives, so that we are in
ourselves and in our networks at the same time. We never quit the networks, and the
networks never quit us; this is the real coming of age of the networked society...People
can build their own information systems” (Rainie and Wellman 95-96).
Ultimately, continuous activity and hyperconnectivity change how people relate for the
better because it gives networked individuals more control to reach out and be available to
others. We have the ability to turn our phone on and off, screen calls with caller id, and leave
away messages in our voicemail so that we can “control the volume” in our social lives. In the
last section of my research, I will discuss how smartphones are redefining human interaction.
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Smartphones Redefine
Smartphones redefine because of the following three assumptions:
1) Smartphones have created a kind of “iTime” that challenges the pre-internet boundaries.
2) The line between public and private spaces has been blurred.
3) A new choreography of physical gatherings has been created.

Smartphones redefine because “smartphones have created a kind of “iTime” that challenges
the pre-internet boundaries between public and private, day and night, work and leisure, space
2

3

and time” (Agger). Younger generations, such as Gen Y and Z , view “iTime” as normal
4

because it is what they grew up with, while older generations, such as Baby Boomers and Gen X
5

, view it as a nightmare.
In “iTime,” smartphones allow us to be online anytime and anyplace. The upside is that

people have the freedom to work outside the office. As long as they are connected to the internet,
people can work from home, in their cars, or even at the local coffee shop. The downside is that
there is no downtime as work life bleeds into private life, almost becoming seamless. Therefore,
sleep deprivation is chronic as the flickering screen of our smartphones beckons our attention.
Another characteristic of “iTime,” is that it is nearly impossible to hide because everyone
expects each other to be available at all times. Although smartphones can be silenced, or
notifications turned off, messages can accumulate, driving our NEED to respond. Agger further
explains this behavior by saying that “smartphones use us, bending us to their compulsive

2

Those born between 1981-2000
Those born between 2000-present
4
Those born between 1946-1964
5
Those born between 1965-1980
3
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rhythms and demanding our attention.” In today’s society, smartphone connection and diversion
dominate our time. Therefore, we cannot risk being disconnected for too long or else we develop
a fear of missing out, also known as “FOMO.”
For older generations, social connections were made via landlines, playing face-to-face in
the neighborhood, or socializing at school. Back then, people were less compelled by technology
and shut down their TVs at night, so they could unwind and go to bed earlier, thus starting their
days earlier. For younger generations, making friends is not confined to the neighborhood or
schoolyard anymore. In fact, many American teens are making new friends online. In a survey
conducted by the Pew Research Center, 57% of teenagers, ages 13 to 17, have made a new friend
online and stay connected digitally rather than in person.
According to Agger, “Kids ‘do’ life differently than we do; they are always connected,
always on, even when they are off. They are writing their lives…” Face-to-face interaction is less
common to them because they are constantly behind a screen checking connections. They are
redefining “new ways of doing everyday life, community, work, education, leisure” by carrying
their smartphones with them. The possibilities are endless as work and interaction are
everywhere and disconnection does not exist.
Another reason smartphones redefine is because the line between public and private
spaces has been blurred. Today, it is normal to see someone having an intimate conversation
while walking down the sidewalk, taking the train, or even sitting next to you at work. Similarly,
it is common for work supervisors to call, email, or even text employees at home. This can
interrupt family gatherings and make private time more likely to become public time.
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“As personal autonomy grows with new tools, there is a counterpressure for people to
stay connected. This is driven by the following reasons:
● Social Striving: Who wants to be out of the loop?
○ “FOMO”—Fear of Missing Out
● Social Needs: Who wants to miss a call from someone who might offer
something useful?
● Social Obligation: Who wants to get a reputation as being a wallflower” (Rainie
and Wellman 104)?
Furthermore, because the line between public and private spaces has been blurred, old rules of
courtesy and etiquette are being reconfigured. Mobile phone etiquette, also known as
“metiquette,” is presenting new realities in our everyday social lives as we are still adjusting to
what is acceptable behavior while using mobile devices (Rainie and Wellman 106).
One last reason smartphones redefine is because a new choreography of physical
gatherings has been created. Before smartphones, time and place were critical factors for
face-to-face interaction. Now, people use their devices to tell each other when they are close,
giving updates, and pinpointing landmarks so that they know where they are every step of the
way. In contrast to the previous generation, networked families are working harder to keep in
touch with one another. “Where mom, dad, and the kids used to be in fixed locations all day and
rarely communicated until they came home, on-the-go networked individuals are grabbing
multiple means of communication to tell each other where they are and coordinate what they are
doing” (Rainie and Wellman 161). Because of this, longer encounters can occur. Sometimes
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people remember things after they depart so they reach out to the other person right away and
pick up right where they left off.
Mobile devices can now fill useless waiting times and interrupt different parts of the day.
Networked individuals have more opportunities for interaction in the following 3 ways:
1) Connected presence- Even when not physically together.
Examples: Standing in line, walking down the street, driving a car.
2) Absent presence- Being physically in one place while social attention and
communication focus elsewhere.
Example: distracted driving.
3) Present absence- N
 orms, expectations, and habituation are part of the issue.
Example: Use phones to incorporate absent friends into conversations with
present friends (Rainie and Wellman 103).
All in all, ICTs have gone beyond supplementary extension and have transformed
community, relationships, and communication. Pre-internet boundaries have been challenged as
the line between public and private spaces have been blurred and a new choreography of
physical gatherings has been created. Today, “social neighborhoods” may be as important as
physical neighborhoods or workplaces in providing frequent contact and information about
others. Ultimately, this transformation leaves us with a sense of connection.
In the next section of my thesis, I will take what I have learned from my research and
discuss my own findings.
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Survey
Introduction
In order to gather additional information and further explore the common themes I found
in my research, I decided to conduct a survey about smartphone usage.

Methods
To collect this information, I created an online survey using Survey Planet. Then I posted
it onto my Facebook page and asked my friends to take it and share it with their friends.
The first 5 questions were basic demographic questions pertaining to gender, age group,
educational background, current employment status, and ethnicity. I did not ask for any
identifying information such as names.
Next, I asked whether my participants were introverts or extroverts followed by a series
of questions relating to smartphone usage. A copy of the survey can be found in Appendix 1.

Results
After opening the survey, I was able to collect 105 responses. The average age of my
participants were 17-36 years old (Gen Y). Of the 105 respondents, 83 identified as female and
22 identified as male. A majority were white and college students, currently attending or recently
graduated with a bachelor’s degree. 34 participants were employed full time (40 or more hours
per week) and 30 were students working part time. The visual representation of these results can
be seen below:
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1) What is your gender?

2) Which of the following age groups do you belong to?
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3) What is your educational background?

4) What is your current employment status?
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5) What is your ethnicity?

Following the demographic questions, I asked whether participants were introverts or
extroverts. Of the 105 respondents, almost half answered for each, with 57 responses for
introvert and 48 responses for extrovert. My initial intention was to compare the results from this
question to other questions, but it ended up being inconclusive.
Next, I asked a series of questions relating to smartphone usage. Because all 105
participants responded that they owned a smartphone, I did not have to eliminate any responses
because smartphones are the focus of my research.
Following this question, I asked if everyone in your immediate family or closest circle of
friends use a smartphone. Because 85 of my participants responded “Yes” and 20 of my
participants responded “Most of them” to this question, I can make the assumption based on this
and my research that smartphones have become an important part of our everyday lives. Even
though only one of the 105 participants said they did not own any other device that gave them
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internet access (laptop, tablet, etc.), this is an example of how our society has become so
technologically savvy since the introduction of the mobile revolution. When asked on a given
day, how often do you use your smartphone, (87) people selected 11+ times a day, which was the
highest answer choice I provided. (14) people selected 6-10 times a day, (4) people selected 1-5
times a day, and (0) people selected most days I do not use it. This supports the argument that a
majority of people think smartphones are something we cannot live without and only a few
people think they are not always needed. Furthermore, almost half of the people (51) surveyed
said they always look at their smartphone as soon as they wake up and more than half of the
people (60) surveyed said they never turn their smartphone off at night. This emphasizes how
smartphones have become necessities in our lives, even when we’re sleeping! The visual
representation of these results I just discussed can be seen below:
6) Which of the following would you identify yourself as?
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7) Do you own a smartphone—An advanced form of a wireless mobile device that can function
like a computer (Ex: iPhone, Android, Blackberry, Windows, etc.)?

8) Does everyone in your immediate family or closest circle of friends use a smartphone?
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9) Do you own any other device that gives you internet access (laptop, tablet, etc.)?

10) On a given day, how often do you use your smartphone?
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11) Do you look at your smartphone as soon as you wake up?

12) Do you turn off your smartphone at night?

After these brief questions, I then asked a few more in depth questions relating to
smartphone usage. The first question asked participants to rank 9 smartphone tasks in order of
importance to them (1 being the most important and 9 being the least important). Having
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analyzed the research of scholars, I hypothesized that texting was going to be the most important
smartphone task and as my results show, I was correct. This was followed by social media and
calling. The task participants ranked least important to them was video chatting, followed by
instant messaging, and emailing.
When looking more in depth at these results, I can see that the majority of people who
selected texting as the most important smartphone task to them were from a younger generation
like Gen Y and Gen Z. Although my research focused mostly on teens and texting, I can still
make this connection because the majority of people who answered my survey were late
teenagers and early twenty-year old college students who grew up with texting as their main
form of communication.
Texting is a personal experience that provides access to multiple networks and allows us
to be socially engaged and stay in touch with others not in our presence. “It keeps parents at a
distance, adding new ways for teens to respond to the previous generation’s dialogue:
Parent: “Where did you go?”
Teen: “Out.”
Parent: “What did you do?”
Teen: “Nothing” (Rainie and Wellman 166).
More than anyone else, young people want to be both individualists and networked. With
texting, there is a sense of privacy and unobtrusiveness because “it can be done silently while in
a class, out with friends, or even at home with parents” (Rainie and Wellman 90). It can also be
asynchronous so they can leave messages for each other. In general, “teens see the mobile phone
as an instrument of intimacy, using Facebook and instant messaging for distant or newer
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relationships and texting and calling for closer or more established relationships” (Rainie and
Wellman 91). The visual representation of these results I just discussed can be seen below:

13) Rank the following smartphone tasks in order of importance to you (1 being the most
important and 9 being the least important).
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The next in depth question I asked was whether you use your smartphone when you are
with other people. (7) people said always, (40) people said very often, (48) people said
sometimes, (10) people said rarely, and (0) people said never. These results support that
smartphones are becoming intertwined into our lives with so much information in the palm of
our hands. Whether we are looking up a song on YouTube or searching for a picture on
Facebook, we always feel the need to share things we saw on our smartphones with our
companions. Because some people argue that it is rude to use your smartphone in the presence of
others, I decided that my next in depth question should be whether there were any occasions
when you (would) put your smartphone away. If my participants answered “Yes” or “Maybe,” I
provided a comment box for them to give examples. Of the 105 participants, 102 said “Yes,” and
some of the comments describing occasions where they would put their smartphones away can
be seen below:
“While spending time with other people, unless I am showing them something like
pictures or videos, or looking up something on the Internet.”
–Participant 105
“Meals with others (at home or eating out). Parties (unless it's appropriate as part of
the conversation to pull it out to make a reminder or look something up we're all
wondering about, In stores, unless I need to look something up, almost never to take a
phone call. At night, I have set sleeping hours where notifications and call ringer are
turned off, except for a few select family members in case of emergency.”
–Participant 103
“When I’m with family or friends at dinner or during a big group conversation, as well
as during important events such as church.”
–Participant 80
“Religious services; hanging out one on one/on a date; in class unless I have a timbre
sensitive message to send.”
–Participant 28
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“need quiet time—battery low or dead—forget to take it with me.”
–Participant 23
So as you can see from these participant’s responses, their reasons for putting their smartphone
away seemed to lean towards needing a break or needing to be attentive at important occasions
like church, dinner, or a date. In addition to when they (would) put their smartphone away, some
people described occasions when they would not. Their examples included showing, looking, or
sharing something with others like I had mentioned earlier. Therefore, the next question I asked
was what percentage of your conversations with others do you spend talking about and/or
sharing something you saw on your smartphone. For this question, I had a few mixed results
because I think people do not realize how much their smartphones influence their conversations
with others. As a result, (0) people responded 100%, (14) people responded 75%, (32) people
responded 50%, (40) people responded 25%, (6) people responded 0% and (13) people
responded “I’m not sure.” Because we often use our smartphones in the presence of others, the
next question I asked was do you ever find yourself asking others to repeat what they said
because you were distracted by your smartphone. A majority of my participants answered
sometimes (52), with the next highest being rarely (38). While (0) people answered “always,” I
think it is safe to say that sometimes we are distracted by our smartphones and inattentive to
others.
The visual representation of these results I just discussed can be seen below:
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14) Do you use your smartphone when you are with other people?

15) Are there occasions when you (would) put your smartphone away? If “Yes” or “Maybe”
Please give examples.
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16) What percentage of your conversations with others do you spend talking about and/or
sharing something you saw on your smartphone?

17) Do you ever find yourself asking others to repeat what they said because you were distracted
by your smartphone?

Because social media is also a prevalent smartphone activity, the next in depth question I
asked was if people cared about likes and/or comments. From personal experience, I thought a
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lot of people were going to respond “very often,” but a majority responded “sometimes” (53). As
a college student, I found a lot of my friends would discuss what they posted on social media and
how many likes they were receiving. One example I remember in particular was the following
text message my coworker received from an old high school friend:

Even though she had not spoken to this girl in years, my coworker received this text message
randomly one day while we were working. I think this is a good example of how people behave
nowadays, viewing social media as a competition. Some people will do whatever it takes, like
even texting an old friend, to garner the most likes, comments, followers, etc. to keep up their
“image” and set themselves in the best light.
Following this question, I asked whether people would feel like they were missing a part
of themselves if they did not have their smartphone. (18) people said definitely, (28) people said
very probably, (21) people said probably, (26) people said possibly, (8) people said probably not,
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and (4) people said definitely not. Therefore, more people agreed that they would feel like they
were missing a part of themselves without their smartphones.
Lastly, I asked if people ever pretended to use their smartphone to avoid interacting with
the people around them. This question surprised me because (2) people said always, which I did
not think anyone would admit. However, what did not surprise me was that the majority of
people surveyed said “sometimes,” because that supports my research in how we use our
smartphones to hide sometimes.
The visual representation of these results I just discussed can be seen below:
18) Do you care about likes and/or comments?
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19) Would you feel like you were missing a part of yourself if you didn’t have your smartphone?

20) Do you ever pretend to use your smartphone to avoid interacting with people around you?

Like the title of my thesis states, smartphones are changing the stage of human
interaction, and from my research and survey, I am able to draw the following conclusions:
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Conclusion
In conclusion, my data suggests that smartphones are ultimately redefining our culture.
From my survey, I was able to take away that smartphones are an important part of our everyday
lives because all of my participants owned one. A majority of people think smartphones are
something we cannot live without as shown by the number of respondents who answered that
they look at their smartphone 11+ times a day, which was the highest answer choice I provided
in my survey. In addition, almost half of my participants said they always look at their
smartphone as soon as they wake up and more than half of the people surveyed said they never
turn their smartphone off at night. This emphasizes how smartphones have become necessities in
our lives, even when we’re sleeping! The most important smartphone task to users was texting,
especially for younger generations like Gen Y and Gen Z, who grew up with texting as their
main form of communication. Social media was also a prevalent smartphone activity because
people care about likes, comments, followers, etc. and strive to set themselves in the “best light.”
We use our devices when we are with other people and always feel the need to share things. The
occasions when we would put our smartphones away lean towards needing a break or needing to
be attentive at important occasions. Sometimes we are distracted by our smartphones and need
others to repeat themselves. Other times we pretend to use our smartphone to hide and avoid
interacting with the people around us. In the end, smartphones are becoming intertwined into our
lives with so much information in the palm of our hands that most people agreed that they would
feel like they were missing a part of themselves without it.
These results speak back to the three main scholars I discussed in my research. My data is
in sync with Goffman’s theory of impression management because my participants value likes
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and/or comments. It is also in sync with Turkle’s ideas of distraction because my respondents use
their devices when they are with others and feel the need to share things, perhaps the new version
of conversation. Lastly, it is sync with Rainie and Wellman’s networked individualism because
my participants are looking at their smartphones 11+ times a day, as soon as they wake up, and
during the night when they should be sleeping. Although my results are in sync with Goffman,
Turkle, Rainie and Wellman in these ways, we have moved past smartphones distracting and
enhancing to smartphones redefining. We can see this as sort of an evolution from when mobile
phones were new and strange, to now smartphones simply being part of our lives. Our society
has redefined human interaction to be mediated by our smartphones. We are not confusing our
screens with the person at the other end of it, just as we have not confused the telephone receiver
with whom we are talking too. Our smartphones are “extensions of man” and when we connect
with each other we have a strong understanding of the person with whom we are communicating.
(Rainie and Wellman 119-120). All in all, our society has made the adjustment and we should
come to accept this transformation and find what works best for us as individuals.
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Appendix 1: Survey Questions
1) What is your gender?
● Male
● Female
● N/A
2) Which of the following age groups do you belong to?
● 16 or younger
(Gen Z)
● 17-36 years old
(Gen Y)
● 37-52 years old
(Gen X)
● 53-71 years old
(Baby Boomer)
● 72-95 years old
(Veteran)
3) What is your educational background?
● Less than a High School degree
● High School degree or equivalent (GED)
● Some college, no degree
● Some college, currently attending
● Bachelor’s degree
● Master’s degree
● Doctorate or professional degree
● Other (Explanation box)
4) What is your current employment status?
● Employed full time (40 or more hours per week)
● Employed part time (up to 39 hours per week)
● Unemployed and currently looking for work
● Unemployed and not currently looking for work
● Student not working
● Student working full time
● Student working part time
● Retired
● Homemaker
● Other (Explanation box)
5) What is your ethnicity?
● White
● Hispanic/Latino
● Black/African American
● Native American/American Indian
● Asian/Pacific Islander
● Other (Explanation box)
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6) Which of the following would you identify yourself as?
● Introvert
● Extrovert
7) Do you own a smartphone—An advanced form of a wireless mobile device that can function
like a computer (Ex: iPhone, Android, Blackberry, Windows, etc.)?
● Yes
● No
● I’m not sure
8) Does everyone in your immediate family or closest circle of friends use a smartphone?
● Yes
● Most of them
● A few
● No, I’m the only one
9) Do you own any other device that gives you internet access (laptop, tablet, etc.)?
● Yes
● No
● I’m not sure
10) On a given day, how often do you use your smartphone?
● 11+ times a day
● 6-10 times a day
● 1-5 times a day
● Most days I do not use it
11) Do you look at your smartphone as soon as you wake up?
● Always
● Very often
● Sometimes
● Rarely
● Never
12) Do you turn off your smartphone at night?
● Always
● Very often
● Sometimes
● Rarely
● Never
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13) Rank the following smartphone tasks in order of importance to you (1 being the most
important and 9 being the least important).
● Texting
● Calling
● Emailing
● Web browsing
● Instant messaging
● Social media
● Video chatting
● Taking pictures/videos
● Other (Explanation box)
14) Do you use your smartphone when you are with other people?
● Always
● Very often
● Sometimes
● Rarely
● Never
15) Are there occasions when you (would) put your smartphone away? If “Yes” or “Maybe”
Please give examples.
● Yes (Explanation box)
● No
● Maybe (Explanation box)
16) What percentage of your conversations with others do you spend talking about and/or
sharing something you saw on your smartphone?
● 100%
● 75%
● 50%
● 25%
● 0%
● I’m not sure
17) Do you ever find yourself asking others to repeat what they said because you were distracted
by your smartphone?
● Always
● Very often
● Sometimes
● Rarely
● Never
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18) Do you care about likes and/or comments?
● Always
● Very often
● Sometimes
● Rarely
● Never
● I don’t post on social media
● I don’t have social media
19) Would you feel like you were missing a part of yourself if you didn’t have your smartphone?
● Definitely
● Very probably
● Probably
● Possibly
● Probably not
● Definitely not
20) Do you ever pretend to use your smartphone to avoid interacting with people around you?
● Always
● Very often
● Sometimes
● Rarely
● Never

